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from Arachnid Verve 

Animus/Anima

 

the delicate silver
of spider's silk:
          liquid proteins 
          pushed through 
          spinnerets for:
                    residence
                    voyage
                    suspension
                    defense
                    capture
                    consumption
                              all from simple 
                              gossamer thread
                                        created by hundreds of
                                        complementing glands        
                                                  singular thread strands 
                                                  set adrift or
                                                  woven in intricate patterns 
                                                            utility the function--
                                                                      the way Matisse 
                                                                      compared a painting 
                                                                       to an armchair--
                                                                                to create  
                                                                                frantic &
                                                                                ferocious webs
                                                                                minimal &
                                                                                          streamline structures:
                                                                                                    the arachnid 
                                                                                                    verve of 
                                                                                                    art & 
                                                                                                    acrobatics
 



Doppelgänger

 
My nocturnal self has left--
          lost her somewhere in Oakland
                    to the blacktop covered roads. 
 
She feared the desert heat 
after the coldness of the city.
          Feared it’d melt her resolution, 
                    drown out her loudest screech-- 
                              replace the hard, coal pressed hate 
                              that serves as her grounding center
                              with a dripping puddle of snot. 
 
While I wander the white & painted sand, 
she frolics through asphalt & smog, 
          roams among drag queens & junkies  
          that ride the waves of Puget Sound--
                    making love to dreadlocked poet beggars  
                    stealing rides on cable cars &
                              slicing the leash off every dog she sees 
                              with her dad’s rusty pocketknife.
 
Scott saw her late last week, flagged her down 
from the alternate subway platform, 
            screaming & jumping 
            like someone slain in the spirit 
                      but the only response he received was a dramatic
                      turn, her long braided dreads brushing the subway 
                      floor, as she bent in full curtsey & 
                                then a slow-blown kiss 
                                as she walked away.
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from Arachnid Verve 

Snake Song

 

          smell the earth 
          with a flick of tongue 
                    creep along 
                    stomach full of fur & teeth 
 
                              scales begin to rip 
                              & blood drains itself 
                              on the talons of an eagle
 
                                        he moves you 
                                        toward that familiar beak 
                                                  pisi breath 
                                                  & blank black orifice 
                                                  jutting from his white feathered face 
 
                                                           you land on the cactus 
                                                            red petals blushing out of the 
                                                            space of struggle 
 
                                                                      pisi mi?aru
                                                                      writhe 
                                                                                spit venom 
                                                                                       curve your body back
                                                                                       toward musty 
                                                                                       white feathers
                                                                                       & strike
 
he forces a guttural tongue 
inside your back 
gurgles a reply 
 
           after sensations fade 
           bloody scales drop over 
           your deadened eyes 
 
                        it’s happened before 
                       will happen again 
                       [everyday a re-enactment 
                       of the creation story]
                                 & each time 
                                                you will forget 
                                                awaken in the Sonoran desert  
                                                each day to give birth 
                                                               to pass egg after slimy egg 
                                                               from body to dank earth 
                                                                       & later find part of yourself 
                                                                       encased in eagle's entrails



Marked

 

you remember hatching from a purple oval shell
            [everyday a re-enactment 
            of the creation story] the feel 
            of someone rubbing the blades of your shoulders 
            that unfold ochre & maroon tinted wings 
            sticky with amniotic fluid
 
black charcoal haze cover mua
                       cloud her face 
            & when you try to write 
                                      to sketch 
                                      to draw 
            she stands behind you 
            silent 
            distraught 
            eyes bandaged & bulging 
                        in her hands she holds 
                        a bouquet of bloodied brown feathers 
                        which she drops one by one 
                        to float zig zag across your line of vision 

& pile upon the blank white page 
                                    the gray & silver stars 
                                    try to push through the holes & 
                                    in time your eyes are open 
                                    the sea foam green ceiling cracks & caves 
                                    all you hear is the wind 
                                    pushing through the window panes & busted rafters 
                                    the yutaibo medea begins to wail & thrash 
                                    as your hands become covered in black dust 
                                                opaque black dust that hovers
                                                regardless of soap/bleach/steel wool 
                                                your skin becomes brittle & raw 
                                                & in your head you begin to scream 
                                                & in your head you are screaming blood 
                                                but from your larynx 
                                                a single simple sputter escapes
 
                                                             you feel cold marble under your slashed 
                                                                          palms 
                                                             you smell musk & branding irons from the 
                                                             east as gloved hands clasp over your lips 
                                                                          your wings & arms cut
                                                                          before artificial light scatters its
                                                                           luster
                                                                                    & every time you arch 
                                                                                    your scaled back 
                                                                                    or twist too far 
                                                                                    either direction 
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you wince, you feel the 
                                                                                              rough itch in your scars 
                                                                                              as if your decayed wings 
                                                                                             wish to sprout open anew, 
                                                                                                      feel the wind envelope
                                                                                                      the taunt membrane 
                                                                                                      between your bones 
                                                                                                      & fly



from Arachnid Verve 

Dishwater

 

Some people could look at a mud puddle and see an ocean with ships. 
--Zora Neale Hurston 
 
cups 
mugs & 
coffee spoons 
 
          placid plastic
          translucent glass
          & stoneware
                    inhabited by 
                    nymphs with 
                    mid level concerns 
                              like waste management
                              & cozy kitchen crannies
 
                    furry nymphs a hundred
                    shades of brown & 
                    green dancing in 
                    short delicate spirals 
                               wishing the charm 
                               would wear off
                               the golden finish chip 
                               or tarnish & the 
                               metal liquefy 
                               into a thousand tiny ships sailing
                               due east watching 
                               naval fleets pierced
                               by hardened shredded cheddar 
                               & green grape seeds
                                         the captain lost in a stare 
                                         thinking what the hell's the difference 
                                         between a cup & mug anyway
                                         calling for the deck hands' 
                                         wanting to forget his post 
                                         to lose himself inside a large 
                                         citrus scented soap bubble
                                                      to be surrounded by
                                                      ethereal oscillating
                                                      pastels of 
                                                      yellow
                                                      pink 
                                                      & blue

 



~Antes Taabe (Before the Sun)

 

this is how all our stories begin:
 
from fingers
from feathers black & red
ink drips across the page
 
write
write of water
write of puehpi y tucan--
          scales & feathers
write of painted sands 
          & sea foam 
in the season of taabe
write
 
& with each new corrido
a storm of bloodied feathers
whip across your face
cerca de tu cuerpo
& land soundless
at your feet
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from Arachnid Verve 

Wing

 
Someone left an intact left wing on the sidewalk. 
There are no signs of foul play—
no feathers floating in the blades of grass nearby 
or remnants of a mangled body in the bike lane. 
There is only this wing, intact, perfect, as if the bird 
dropped it. Like a prosthetic the bird forgot to knot in place.
 
Brown & dusty, spread as if for one last dive 
into uncharted air space over the sweltering lot 
of gleaming metal & fiberglass automobiles, 
the feathers seeking one last taste of air borne escape. 
 
I want to pick up the wing, claim it for my own. 
Grow it longer overnight in a Petri dish the size of an 
inflatable kiddie pool & then strap it onto my arm 
& run around like a modern day Icarus. 
 
I want to shrink the thing, place it inside a clear plastic case 
& carry this wing with me inside my black faded messenger bag. 
I want to take it with me for show & tell for each of my classes—
to prove to my students that it is possible to 
reach the stars with a little help from Gaia, that we can all
grow expandable brown feathered wings out of our shoulder sockets & 
reach beyond the fruit on the tallest branches. That with enough wind & sky 
you can make the impossible the obtainable & leave this infamous land of 
entrapment for the enormous sand bound cockroaches. 
 
I stand there long enough to see this backfire, my hardened talented students 
who have had their arms & legs broken in their youth by older stronger animals 
shaking their heads as I cup the delicate feathers of the wing in my palms & begin 
my speech.  My beautiful war scarred students limping to & from class with 
metal shrapnel still embedded in their knees staring directly into my optimistic heart with the blank 
darkness of their eyes as I offer up the shreds of my hope for them, for their futures away from this 
dank cave of a classroom. I see them snicker one to another, meeting their friends & partner’s faces 
with similar snark & mirth—making jokes en Español or Diné under their breath 
when they are convinced I cannot hear or understand them. 
 
I stand above the wing, looking down at it, afraid to move, 
to touch it. Afraid that if I do, the bird will come back, angry 
that I tried to steal something so blatantly not mine. Afraid the 
bird spirits will hunt me for trying too hard to become something 
I am not meant to be. Afraid that the moment I touch it, the 
perfection—the intact-ness, the glory of this dusty wing will 
dissipate into the desert sand & I will be alone, late for class with 
nothing but a broken feather in my hand. I wish that I could delicately 
pick the wing up & run without any traffic mishaps or light delays, &
take it straight home. Spend the day studying it--aerodynamics 



& wingspan, measuring the primary & secondary feathers, 
tracing the curve of the wing with my fingers, gauging weight, 
lift, drag, & thrust. I want to do nothing else but be with this wing.
 
But I do not. I sigh heavily & move out of the walking path 
of the groups of students hurrying past. I speak silently to the 
bird spirits above in care of their people. I wish the wing well
onto its next home & hurry forth into the dust bringing spring 
winds, onward to the incredibly important work of instructors.  
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Mongrel Empire Press, an Eclectic Publishing House specializing in regional and uncommon literary 
works, is pleased to announce the publication of Arachnid Verve, a poetry collection by Shauna 
Osborn. In her first collection of poems, Shauna Osborn focuses on the acrobatic nature of the genred 
and gendered multilingual lifestyles found in the Southwest. These are poems of movement and 
balance—searching for equilibrium between the mundane, utilitarian elements of working class life 
and the flourishes of color and spice inherent to artist expression. Individual poem inspirations run 
the gamut--from Aztec gods, dredging machines, Judd Nelson, punk rock bands, and Zora Neale 
Hurston. The collection also code switches between three different languages: Spanish, English, and 
Numu tekwapu (Comanche) because Southwestern life is not lived in a single language.

Erika Wurth, author of Crazy Horse’s Girlfriend, declares “Oklahoma sings in Comanche, Spanish and
in the language of everything natural —the green and the dusty—in Shauna Osborn's Arachnid Verve. 
In "Song for Nina" we are as "real as rivers/real as warm biscuits." In "Double Standard" we're 
"banished from the smell/of sawdust & dirt,/to the one of flour & grease" in our Ghost Busters shirt 
because we are a girl, and only because "That's the way it is." This woman's collection is lovely, and 
strong and incredibly honest.”

Of Arachnid Verve, Jessica Helen Lopez, author of Always Messing With Them Boys says, “Shauna
Osborn is a deft spider woman who nimbly spins poetic contemplations with clever, sumptuous and
thought provoking verve. She has the musical ability to seamlessly code switch between her tribal
language, english, and the staccato of the spanish tongue. Osborn undresses and then dresses again a
variance of dialects, all the while honoring her tribal and mestizaje heritage. Within this collection is a
wide range of emotional depth that speaks with a clear-as-bell voice, a tender humor, astute 
observation, and a refreshingly, dazzling feministic knowledge of the world around her.”

Library of Congress Witter Bynner Fellow and American Book Award WinnerAllison Hedge Coke 
praises Arachnid Verve, as “a splendid invocation, a coming of age and making a place in the world as 
a Comanche/Mestizo woman and poet debut. Shauna Osborn's smart pulse in the powerful artery of
knowing delivers gripping grit and resolve on her way into this and every day. Osborn delivers succinct
vignettes offering the test of life and the gist within it.”

To access a complete Press Kit and request a review copy for Arachnid Verve, use this link:       
bit.ly/ArachnidVerve
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